is due to outward currents generated by nearby axons that flow inward across the M cell axon hillock and hyBrief Historical Reminder perpolarize it. The EHP and its effect on excitability are Several structural features made the M cell ideal for monophasic because the presynaptic action potentials morphological studies (Cajal, 1908; Bodian, 1937; see fail to propagate actively to the axonal terminals. These presynaptic cells constitute a defined population of inhibitory interneurons with processes that terminate on
Llinas and Terzuolo (1965). Thus, in some cases inhibiRecently, connexin35, the fish ortholog of the neurontion can be purely shunting due to an increased conspecific human and mouse connexin36, was localized ductance, and its effectiveness can be highly localized to these junctions and to others in the goldfish brain, and restricted to a distance of w50 m along the large using a combination of confocal microscopy and primary lateral dendrite. In individual experiments, the finding that the binomial parameter n was equivalent to, or close to, the relates could be determined for its statistical parameters. Such investigations were timely since both issues number of boutons, which, in turn, contain only one release site or active zone (Triller and Korn, 1982 
LTP of Chemical and Electrotonic Synapses
Teleosts, notably goldfish, are hearing specialists, and The simulations also showed that the peak quantal amplitude is relatively insensitive to the amount of strikingly, both the excitatory and inhibitory premotor synapses in the auditory pathway to the M cell undergo transmitter in a vesicle such that two exocytoses give larger responses than one alone only if the ratio of an activity-dependent LTP (Figure 4) . Similarly to the LTP described first in hippocampal area CA1 (Collingmolecules released to the number of receptors is no more than 3:1. An increase in quantal size, attributed to ridge and Bliss, 1995), these potentiations can be induced by repetitive presynaptic bursts of spikes, evoked either the release of more transmitter or to the presence of more receptors, can also follow changes in morby stimulation of the eighth nerve at frequencies matching their auditory sensitivity (w500Hz). They are phology, e.g., an expansion of the contact zone between the pre-and postsynaptic membranes. This independent of the modulations described above. The discovery of LTP at gap junctions in the clubstructural modification can be enough to slow diffusion of transmitter out of the synaptic cleft and is one more ending synapses was quite surprising, as electrical synapses were not commonly considered to be modifipotential substrate for dynamic changes in synaptic strength.
able. Yet, this LTP is due to a true increase in junctional conductance rather than to a nonspecific change in M cell membrane properties (Yang et al., 1990). It presumSynaptic Plasticity Studies of short-and long-term plasticity at M cell synably involves modifications of existing gap junction channels, rather than changes in rates of insertion or apses have complemented work in other systems. The novelty of activity-dependent changes, both in vivo and removal, given that a small fraction of the channels are open in normal conditions. This enhancement, along at the first stages of sensory processing, is particularly noteworthy. That is, not only do the inhibitory and excitwith that of the associated chemical synapses, results from a postsynaptic increase of Ca 2+ , which leads to atory connections onto the M cell exhibit heterosynaptic facilitations induced by endogenous modulators, activation of Ca 2+ /calmodulin-dependent kinase II (Pereda et al., 1998). The potentiation is highly specific, with namely, serotonin and dopamine, respectively, but they also undergo homosynaptic potentiations.
the Ca 2+ action being restricted to the local domain of single contacts (Smith and Pereda, 2003) . which is only exposed with inhibitory LTP. The potentiaPoincaré) maps, which can reveal temporal structures that remain hidden in more conventional histograms, tion is expressed primarily by these silent connections as well as by those that are weaker than "normal" ones. ), even eral striking periodicities, centered around frequencies though it participates in a parallel "brainstem escape within the γ range that were observed in the brain activnetwork" that finely regulates the escape trajectory. ity of higher vertebrates (Figure 6) . Furthermore, mutual
Effects of Neuromodulators
The network comprises the M cell homologs MiD2cm interactions and the phase relationship between the and MiD3cm and other descending reticulospinal neuIPSPs associated with the extracted frequencies were rons (Figure 7) . The homologs can fire bursts of action consistent with the notion that this signal is generated potentials, in contrast to the M cell (Nakayama and by presynaptic interneurons behaving as weakly couOda, 2004), and they also activate spinal circuits that pled oscillators, as opposed to independent ones. In cause the trunk musculature to contract (Fetcho, 1991) . confirmation, auditory-evoked LTP, which increases These cells contribute to the normal behavior, but they some of the inhibitory synaptic strengths (Oda et al.,
are activated with a longer latency by auditory inputs and they have a higher firing threshold than the M cell 1998), permits complex presynaptic oscillating firing specific proteins in models of nervous system disorencountered when trying to understand the relationship ders, for example, mutating M cell glycine receptors, to between brain and behavior. Initially, the escape reacaddress issues related to severe forms of spasticity in tion was simply viewed as a classical sensory-to-motor humans called hyperekplexia, or startle disease (Rajen-"reflex." Consequently, it was believed that this behadra and Schofield, 1995). vior could be explained by reducing it to the sum of Newly available powerful optical approaches such as its smallest possible components, or building blocks. noninvasive calcium imaging, laser photoablation, and However, it turns out that a rather complex system is genetic manipulation using transgenic lines or mutants actually involved.
are less difficult technically than electrophysiological The case of the M cell-triggered escape reactions ilapproaches. They should make it possible to elucidate lustrates several basic principles. First, even if the anathe causal links between neurons and behavior using tomical design of a motor behavior seems well adapted the zebrafish as a vertebrate model (Fetcho and Liu, to a given function, other behaviors can utilize or build 1999). Hopes were raised when the Nusslein-Volhard on that basic circuitry. It follows that "it is appropriate group began to screen for mutants defective for touch to define the goal that an organism has to reach before responsiveness and locomotor behavior ( cell system to link molecular biology and genetics with The decision by the M cell to trigger a specific motor development and behavior, particularly since the zebrareaction can be viewed as a process that shifts the balfish genome is known today. ance between inhibition and excitation and favors the latter. In other words, as suggested by Schall and 
